In the Middle East, products utilized in the water sector need to demonstrate proof of toxicological assessment of their impact on the quality of water. Kiwa certification, testing and inspection services are fully accredited and recognized by local authorities to provide non-toxicity assessment certificates for products applied in the water sector. Our extensive experience and unique knowledge can therefore help you declare to local authorities hygienic compliance with international or national regulation requirements.

Producers and suppliers of drinking and waste water construction products. And indirect, drinking water companies, installers and owners of drinking water installations.

The starting point is to understand your needs and work with you to find the best and most efficient way to reach your target. The procedure essentially is:

1. Product evaluation
2. Initial type testing, if necessary
3. Initial audit of the Factory Production Control
4. After granting the certificate, maintenance of certification through annual checks on the manufacturing process and on the realized products

What next?

We would like to invite you to contact us and let the local Kiwa experts to support you with regards to your market’s needs, costs reduction and maximization of quality.